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Abstract
Background: Corona virus disease 2019 is a highly infectious disease which is caused
by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2. SARS-CoV-2 is
transmitted from person to person mainly by respiratory droplets and aerosols as well as by
direct or indirect contact.
Aims and objective: To compare different RNA extraction methods for detection of SARSCov-2 RNA from nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swabs using three different methods
which are based on different techniques.
Material and methods: This analytical observational study was conducted in the department
of Microbiology, Sawai Man Singh Medical College Jaipur, Rajasthan from December 2020
to January 2021. We selected 200 confirmed positive (extracted by Easy Mag automated
system) (remnant) samples showing a wide range of different Ct values and 20 confirmed
negative samples stored in Viral Transport Media VTM for this study.
In order to compare quality of three extractions methods, all samples were aliquoted
separately for each extraction technique. (1) Extraction by manual method (spin column
base): was done by as per manufacturer’s instructions. (2) Extraction by QIA cube HT
(vaccum column base): was done by as per manufacturer’s instructions. (3) Extraction by
Perkins Elmer chemagic 360: (magnetic beads based).
Result: A panel consisting of 200 Covid-19 positive and 20 Covid-19 negative samples were
extracted by three methods (i.e. Manual column based, automated column-based and
automated magnetic beads-based method). The extracted material/elutes were put for realtime RT-PCR assay for the detection of SARS CoV-2 RNA. There was no major difference
seen in individual samples’ ct values between three extraction system. CONCLUSION: In
conclusion, we recommended all three RNA extraction methods (i.e. magnetic beads & silica
column-based) are interchangeable in a diagnostic workflow for the SARS CoV-2 by RTPCR and can be taken into account for SARS CoV-2 detection in possible future shortage of
one kit or times of crisis in such pandemic time.
Keywords: RT-PCR, SARS CoV-2, RNA Extraction, Nasopharyngeal Swab, Oropharyngeal
Swab.
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Introduction
Corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is
a highly infectious disease which is caused
by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), a member
of the Coronavirus family. At the end of
2019, it was first reported in Wuhan,
Hubei Province of China.SARS-CoV-2 is
transmitted from person to person mainly
by respiratory droplets and aerosols as
well as by direct or indirect contact[1].
Symptomatic cases of COVID-19 are the
main source of transmission, while
asymptomatic
and
pre-symptomatic
infected individuals might also be the
potential sources of SARS-CoV-2
infection[2]. These characteristics may
explain the rapid pan epidemic spread of
this virus[1]. Thus in a short time SARSCoV-2 spread from China to a dozen of
countries and within a few months
developed into a pandemic (outbreak)[2].
Social distancing and large-scale testing of
the population are the essential measures
required to control the current COVID-19
pandemic[3].
The World Health Organisation (WHO)
recommends several public health
Measures[4].
I.
II.
III.

Rapid diagnosis and immediate
isolation of the cases
Rigorous tracking
Precautionary self-isolation

Though many efforts are being put forth
on fast development of novel rapid and
reliable diagnostic tests, to date, real time
reverse transcriptase PCR or RT- PCR test
for respiratory samples is still considered
the gold standard to detect SARS-CoV-2
infection[5].
RT- PCR is highly sensitive and specific
viral detection method as compare to other
methods (e.g. viral antigen test, serology,
electron microscopy) and is based on viral
Jain et al.

RNA
extraction
from
respiratory
specimens (i.e. Nasopharyngeal swabs or
Oropharyngeal swabs) followed by highly
sensitive reverse transcription and PCR[6].
RT- PCR result can be considerably
affected by the efficiency of viral RNA
extraction procedures and there are several
methods that are used in molecular
microbiology to separate RNA from
clinical specimens[1].
The unprecedented global demand for
commercial RNA extraction kits and
ensuing shortage of these reagents [7] led
to the establishment of several diagnostic
workflows performed on patient samples
with or without an intermediate RNA
extraction step[7-11].
Viral RNA isolation from clinical samples
depends on the rapid inactivation of virus
particles,
typically
by
detergent
solubilization, and on the denaturation of
ubiquitous RNases[12]. The latter may be
accomplished by the use of chaotropic
chemicals, such as guanidinum salts[13] or
non-specific proteases that are active on
both negative and denatured proteins such
as proteinase K.
In either case, after virus particles lysis,
RNA must be purified, since guanidinium
salts, proteinase K and organic solvent
inhibit the subsequent RT PCR steps.
RNA can be separated from proteins either
by liquid phase separation using
chloroform-aqueous emulsions after lysis
with commercially available Trizol
(a mixture of guanidiniumthiocyanate and
acid phenol) or by means of solid phase
separation using silica[14]. Nucleic acid
binding to negatively charged silica (SiO2)
is facilitated by guanidinium salts and the
basic pH of the lysis buffer[15].
To achieve a higher Nucleic acid binding
capacity, silica-based Nucleic acid
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extraction methods use either porous silica
matrices that are embedded in column
(spin column) G12, a tip (true tips)[16], or
a suspension of micro-particles can be
separated from the lysate either by
centrifugation or by a magnetic field
provided that the microparticle dense ironcontaining cores are coated with porous
silicon[17].
The efficiency of extraction method
efficiency influences notably the yield of
RNA and eventually RT- PCR result. This
yield of RNA can be considerably affected
by the efficiency of viral RNA extraction
methods/kits.
Apart from this, several methods/kits are
available in market & every commercial
kit manufacturer claims their extraction
methods/kits as rapid, reliable, costeffective, sensitive and reproducible. In
such pandemic times, when scarcity of
diagnostic kits is predictable, the sharing
of various protocols for RNA extraction
among laboratories is required so-that
laboratories doing RNA extraction for
COVID-19 detection can choose reliable
extraction methods.
Protocols and devices used for nucleic acid
extraction have evolved from thiocynatephenol-chlorofom manual techniques to
user friendly column technology and
automated platforms, but no general gold
standard method has yet been established.
We have chosen Easy Mag Automated
extraction system as a standard method of
extraction, considering it as the most
sensitive method present in our lab in view
of the fact that the amount of sample taken
in this system (i.e. 400 ml) is almost
double in comparison to other extraction
systems.
The objective of present study was to
compare different RNA extraction
methods for detection of SARS-Cov-2
RNA
from
nasopharyngeal
and
oropharyngeal swabs using three different
methods which are based on different
Jain et al.
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techniques (i.e. Manual spin column
based, Automated vaccum column-based
and automated magnetic beads based
method).
Material and methods:
Sample collection
This analytical observational study was
conducted in the department of
Microbiology, Sawai Man Singh Medical
College Jaipur, Rajasthan from December
2020 to January 2021.
We selected 200 confirmed positive
(extracted by Easy Mag automated system)
(remnant) samples showing a wide range
of different Ct values and 20 confirmed
negative samples stored in Viral Transport
Media VTM (Vitromed healthcare,
Biotech Park, Jaipur, Rajasthan) for this
study.
In order to compare quality of three
extractions methods, all samples were
aliquoted separately for each extraction
technique.
1. Extraction by manual method (spin
column base): was done by as per
manufacturer’s instructions.
2. Extraction by QIA cube HT
(vaccum column base): was done
by
as
per
manufacturer’s
instructions.
3. Extraction by Perkins Elmer
chemagic 360: (magnetic beads
based):
Was done after thorough vortexing ,
followed by brief centrifugation of the
VTM, 300 µl of the sample was
transferred to a 96 deep well processing
plate to which 4 µl Poly (A) RNA , 10 µl
of proteinase K, 300 µl lysis buffer along
with 150µl magnetic beads and 900 µl of
RNA binding buffer were previously
dispensed.
The beads/ RNA mixture was washed with
washing buffer and elutes were obtained in
elution buffer in the automated system
(PerkinsElmerchemagic 360).
Real time PCR (TruPCR master mix)
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The primers used in TruPCR RT PCR kit
are designed to target E gene, N/RdRp and
RnasePgenes. For PCR, 10 ul RNA and 15
ul PCR master mix solution containing 10
ul master mix reagent, 0.35 ul Enzyme mix
and 4.65 ul of primer probe mix. Cyclic
conditions used as per the manufacturer’s
Results:
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instructions were 50o C for 15 mins, 95oC
for 5 mins, then 38 repeat cycles of 95oC
for 5 secs, 60oC for 40 secs and 72oC for
15 secs, using BioradCFx platform.
Interpretation: The data was tabulated,
and interpretation was done by using
percentages.

Table 1: Analytical Sensitivity of three Extraction Methods
S. No
RDRP or E and Rnase-P Gene Detected
Extraction Method
In Total 200 Covid-19 Positive Samples
Neat Sample
Sample at
1:10 Dilution
@
1.
Manual (Spin Column based)
194(97%)/200
194(97%)/200
2.
Automated (Spin Column based)#
192(96%)/200
192(96%)/200
3.
Automated (Magnetic beads based)$ 198(98%)/200
198(98%)/200
@ HI Media, # Qiacube HT from Qiagen, $perkins

Interpretation
Positive*
Negative^
Invalid**
Extraction

Manual
(Spin Column based)@
193
1
6
done 194 (97%)

Table 2:
Automated
(Spin Column based)#
188
4
8
192 (96%)

Automated
(Magnetic beads based)$
198
2
2
198(99%)

##

@ HI Media, # Qiacube HT from Qiagen, $perkins

Interpretation
Positive*
Negative^
(Inconclusive result) IR%
Invalid**

RDRP
+
_
+
_

Table 3:
E
+
_
+
_

RNaseP
+
+
_
_

Extraction##
Done
Done
Done
Not Done
RNaseP
(Internal control)
+/+

Result Interpretation
RDRP E gene
Novel coronavirus SARS CoV-2 RNA detected +
+
Novel coronavirus SARS CoV-2 RNA NOT _
-detected
(Inconclusive result) IR
-+
+/Invalid
_
_
_
%
Positive*, Negative^, (Inconclusive result) IR , Invalid**
A panel consisting of 200 Covid-19
positive and 20 Covid-19 negative samples
were extracted by three methods ( i.e.
Jain et al.

Manual column based, automated columnbased and automated magnetic beadsbased
method).
The
extracted
material/elutes were put for real-time RT-
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PCR assay for the detection of SARS
CoV-2 RNA. All samples were also tested
at a 1:10 dilution to detect the extraction
efficiency and presence of PCR inhibitors
if any.
Positive and negative controls were also
put in every PCR run simultaneously.
Out of 200 Covid-19 positive samples, 194
(97%) samples showed E/RDRP and
RNaseP genes with manual spin columnbased method. (Hi-media) Table 2 6 (3%)
samples showed invalid results where no
gene were detected. Table 2 By using Qia
cube HT (Automatedvaccumcolumn based
system from Qiagen) out of the 200 Covid19 positive samples, 192 (96%) samples
showed E/RDRP and RNase-P genes and
8(4%) samples showed invalid results.
Table 2
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With Automated Magnetic beads based
extraction system, out of 200 Covid-19
positive samples, 198 (99%) samples
showed E/RDRP and RNase-P genes.
Only 2(1%) samples showed invalid
results. Table 2
All 20 Covid-19 negative sample showed
negative results by three methods without
any invalid result.
There was no difference noted between
neat sample and 1:10 diluted samples.
Positive control and negative control
showed valid results.
There was no major difference seen in
individual samples’ ct values between
three extraction system. (data not shown).
(Difference of more than 3CT value
between three extraction system for every
sample
were
considered)

Table 4.: Time & Cost Comparison for three Extraction Methods
S.
No
1.
2.
3.

No.
of Time
Extraction Method
extracted
Min/Run
specimens
Manual (Spin Column based)
94 (24x4)
200 min
Automated (Column based)
94
60-120 min
Automated (Magnetic beads based) 94
40-45min
@ HI-Media, # Qiacube HT from Qiagen, $perkins

Discussion:
The Covid 19 pandemic is still ongoing
globally, causing severe illness and deaths.
Although many antigen detecting rapid
tests have been developed, detection of
viral RNA by RT/PCR from oro
nasopharyngeal swabs is still the most
sensitive test to confirm SARS CoV-2
suspected cases.(Ad )
RNA extraction /isolation is the main step
in diagnosis of Covid -19 and though
many laboratories have extraction system
available automated, many others mainly
in developing countries do not have these
options.

Jain et al.

Aprox. Cost
In INR
60
200
140

Besides this, shortage of products may
lead to a situation that even automated
laboratories may have to shift to manual
extraction process to fulfill the diagnostic
requirements.
Since the extraction efficiency influences
notably the yield of RNA, laboratories
doing RNA extraction for COVID-19
detection should choose reliable extraction
methods.
In such pandemic time whenever a
specifickit could be in short supply due to
great demand of materials and reagents or
dependencies on single suppliers may led
to facing long delivery time when an
increasing number of patients wait for
diagnostic
result,
an
alternative,
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interchangeable, and reliable extraction
method should be available.
In this study, performance of alternative
methods of three nucleic acid extractions
methods (i.e. automated magnetic beads,
automated& manual silica column-based)
were compared. We achieved diagnostic
quality RT PCR results with all three
methods, and there was no significant
difference seen between the tested
methods. The column-based silica methods
(manual as well as automated) presented
results almost as good as good as the
magnetic beads method. were comparable
with both techniques.
For the automated magnetic beads and
automated silica column-based method,
the Ct values reported for the SARS-CoV2 genes were similarly comparable to
those reported for the Manual method.
Automated
magnetic
beads-based
technique is cheaper and took less
processing time in comparison to
automated column-based silica method.
Table 4
Similar to our findings, other studies that
have compared the magnetic beads with
silica Column-based methods for human
gut microbial community profiling
obtained higher amounts of nucleic acids
extracted with the magnetic beads methods
and greater species diversity, it also
showed that manual extraction presented
similar results to the automated ones when
taking into account the reproducibility of
microbial profiles, although it might be
different for nucleic acid yields[18].
However, most studies that have done
comparison of different extraction
methods have used stool samples for
bacterial detection[19-20].
It is suggested by the present study that the
manual method is a reliable method for
RNA extraction and fully comparable to
automated systems with respect to
detection
of
SARS-COV-2
in
Jain et al.
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oropharyngeal samples collected from
patients with suspected cases of COVID19. It is favored among scientists for small
scale RNA purification setups, due to its
low cost, robustness, versatility and ease
of use. Table3 This method can be easily
scalable to volumes usable for clinical
diagnostics
as
a
supplement
to
conventional automated systems[21].
While there are numerous advantages to
the Manual method, there are also inherent
limitations. In comparison to automated
RNA extraction systems there is extensive
hands-on time, technically demanding and
inadvertently risks of human errors.
However, well established workflows can
minimize these risks to very low
levels[21].
As technology and demand both trend
upward, it’s becoming increasingly
apparent that automation in labs is the next
step in molecular microbiology research.
Automated extraction systems tend to be
specifically designed instruments that help
simplify and increase output of nucleic
acid extraction. Not only do automated
machines decrease turnaround time and
labor costs needed, it also increases safety,
quality, and reliably high yield. Table3A
major concern in the implementation of
automated instrumentation to extract
nucleic acid for use in amplification assay
arethe potential for cross contamination of
negative specimens as consequences of
aerosolization, faulty robotics, or robotic
error. However we did not find any
contamination in all negative samples.Ref
In conclusion, we recommended all three
RNA extraction methods (i.e. magnetic
beads & silica column-based) are
interchangeable in a diagnostic workflow
for the SARS CoV-2 by RT-PCR and can
be taken into account for SARS CoV-2
detection in possible future shortage of one
kit or times of crisis in such pandemic
time.
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